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The Right to Change
Co-Producing Ethnographic Animation with
Indigenous Youth in Amazonia

CAMILLA MORELLI
ABSTRACT
This article explores the use of ethnographic animation as a
method to engage Indigenous youth actively in the production and representation of knowledge, producing research
that not only examines social change, but also establishes
pathways for change driven by participants themselves.
Drawing on a recent collaboration with a professional animator, an Indigenous artist, and young Matses migrants in
Amazonian Peru, I discuss how ethnographic animation
can open up a space for Indigenous youth who feel radically unheard and unseen by wider society to discuss key
challenges they face, while producing tangible outputs (animated films) to gain a sense of wider recognition through
forms of self-representation.
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The Right to Change MORELLI

Let’s open the film with a map, because nobody knows
where Matses people live. I mean even people in Peru
have no idea who we are and where we live. (Miguel,
24 years old, studying to become a schoolteacher)
Yes! I’d like people to know who we are—that we do
exist, that we are here. (Rodrigo, 26 years old, anthropology student)
The animated film The Right to Change opens with a map of
South America that zooms in on Northwest Amazonia, on the
border between Peru and Brazil, to show the rainforest villages
where Indigenous Matses people live (Figure 1). The film was
produced collaboratively during a research project I conducted
with a professional animator, an Indigenous artist, and a group
of young Matses migrants who had left these forest villages and
moved to Iquitos, the closest city in Peru, to seek a lifestyle different from those of their parents and grandparents. The young
Matses participants scripted, narrated, and co-produced the film
in the hope that their stories will travel far beyond their communities, letting the world know who—and where—they are.
Amazonia is seeing an unprecedented movement of
Indigenous peoples from rural to urban areas (Alexiades and
Peluso 2015; McSweeney and Jokisch 2015), and “rural–urban
internal migration is perhaps one of the most pressing issues affecting [I]ndigenous peoples around the world today”
(Trujano 2008, 24). Many of these Indigenous migrants are
young people who leave their communities to access new opportunities in the city. They often end up as slum dwellers
facing extreme poverty, unemployment, and health issues at
much higher levels than their non-Indigenous counterparts,
as has been documented for North and Latin America (Ortiz
and Pombo 2014; Swanson 2010, 431) and beyond (Harder
et al. 2012).
Besides economic and material difficulties, a key obstacle faced by Indigenous youth seeking to integrate into urban
contexts is the sense of living at the fringes of society and lacking recognition, of being unnoticed both by the state and by
the rest of society. This sense of displacement and exclusion
is known to affect Indigenous migrant youth globally, having
serious repercussions on their well-being. Failing to adjust to
urban life yet no longer feeling part of their native communities, many of these young migrants struggle with mental health
issues, leading to rising numbers of Indigenous youth suicides
across Amazonia (Orellana et al. 2019; Virtanen 2010, 162)
and worldwide (Barker, Goodman, and DeBeck 2017; Calma,
Dudgeon, and Bray 2017).
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FIG. 1

This phenomenon is nevertheless underexamined, and
research focused on Indigenous youth in rural–urban transition remains limited. Of the existing works, only a few take
a youth-centered approach that uses collaborative methodologies to include young people’s own perspectives in the analysis (Bird-Naytowhow et al. 2017, 1–2; Goodman, Snyder, and
Wilson 2018, 315), and only a handful of these studies have
been conducted in Amazonia (Steele 2018; Virtanen 2010,
2012). As such, young Indigenous voices remain largely unheard, not just in academic research but also in media and public discourse—as Miguel, a young Matses participant put it: the
world doesn’t know who we are.
When working with young people experiencing this
kind of displacement, participatory visual methods can not
only help examine their lives and contribute to ethnographic
research on this relevant yet overlooked issue but also equip
them with tools to address this sense of exclusion by telling
their own stories and claiming ownership of them (Denov,
Doucet, and Kamara 2012; Guerrero and Tinkler 2010).
Drawing on my recent collaborative project with young Matses
people in Peru, this article explores the value and potential of
using participatory animation in ethnographic research and
contributes to emerging work on experimental documentary
practice and techniques of “co-creation” (Cisek and Uricchio
2019; Gaudenzi 2019).
I argue that participatory animation can be a particularly effective method through which Indigenous youth can
discuss their lived experiences and reflect on the key challenges they face, while producing tangible outputs (animated
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films) to share their stories with others and gain wider visibility. The aim of this research is to develop a theoretical
and methodological approach that can engage Indigenous
youth actively in the production and representation of
knowledge, recognizing that “Indigenous peoples across the
world have other stories to tell” (Smith 2012, 2) and finding
techniques through which they can achieve their own forms
of self-representation.1
Scriptwriting and Storyboarding as Spaces of
Co-creation
Sometimes I walk around with my cousin here in
Iquitos, and the locals hear us speak Matses and
ask: Hey, what’s that language you’re speaking? Is
that English?! And when I say it’s Matses, they shrug.
They’ve never heard of it before. (Pablo, 23 years old,
anthropology student)
This project began in July 2018, when I traveled to Iquitos
with Sophie Marsh, a professional animator based in Bristol,
UK, to produce animated films in collaboration with some
of the Matses people with whom I have been conducting
fieldwork for the past ten years. In Iquitos, we worked with
Guillermo Pëmen Nëcca Manquid, a Matses artist/illustrator, and a group of seven caniabo (a Matses word that defines
the years between puberty and adulthood and can be best
translated as youth). Only two of the caniabo were women,
reflecting the much higher proportion of men among the
migrants to the city: Cynthia was studying to become a
schoolteacher, and Nancy was currently unemployed. The
other participants had varied backgrounds: Wilfred had enlisted in the army; Miguel was also studying to become a
schoolteacher; Henry was taking a course in administration;
and Pablo and Rodrigo were studying anthropology at the
local university. All of them also made a living through irregular gigs in the informal economy, for example, cleaning
hotel rooms or washing dishes in restaurants.
Over six weeks, we held daily sessions in a room at the
local university and brainstormed about the film, wrote a
script, produced a storyboard, and recorded sound and voice-
over. Sophie supervised the whole process by teaching us basic
filmmaking techniques, and Guillermo produced watercolor
paintings that Sophie later animated back in Bristol. The caniabo took on a driving role throughout, enthusiastic to be
producing a film about their lives. They saw this as an opportunity to let the wider world know about Matses people. As Pablo

FIG. 1 A map showing Matses
villages. Screenshot from
The Right to Change, 2019.
Illustrated by Guillermo Pëmen
Nëcca Manquid and animated
by Sophie Marsh.
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pointed out, even people in Iquitos have no idea that nearby,
in the very same part of the country, lives a large Indigenous
population named Matses. A central goal of the project for the
caniabo was to be seen and heard. As they said, we should make
this film so that people will know who the Matses are, also foreign people in your country, suggesting that they too recognized
how participatory visual methods can enable “the experiences
of those who are normally invisible to be seen and their voices
and feelings to be heard” (Pink 2011, 450; see also Cox, Irving,
and Wright 2016, 16).
With this goal in mind, each caniabo spoke in turn about
their experiences of migrating to the city. They discussed
together which stories to include in the animation and then
wrote the entire script themselves by choosing the stories
they deemed most representative of their migration journeys.
Sophie then guided them on how to produce a storyboard,
drawing sketches on sheets of A4 paper for each scene, and
laying these out in sequence, so that the caniabo could decide
together what the film would look like. This collaborative process opened up a space of “co-creation” (Auguiste et al. 2020),
a concept recently proposed by visual anthropologists and artists working together to develop new, experimental modes of
research in which people are not simply asked to respond to
predesigned questions and techniques but rather are actively
engaged as coauthors in an open-ended creative process. As
Cisek and Uricchio (2019, 5) argue, “in co-creation, projects
emerge out of process, and evolve from within communities
and with people, rather than being made for or about them.”
This was the case in the present project, where the caniabo
actively decided on the aims and outputs while also contributing to the development of anthropological knowledge, because
having to produce a story for an external audience meant not
only recounting life experiences that have until now remained
untold but also reflecting critically and intentionally upon
them. For example, when writing the script and producing the
storyboard, the caniabo often had to pause and examine how
to best convey their messages—asking each other: How do we
show what Matses people are like? or How can we explain this
to someone who is not Matses?—in ways that had never arisen
during my previous fieldwork. This reinforced that “collaborative projects using visual and other media” can help with “taking seriously the role of informants in shaping anthropological
debate and recognizing the capacity for people to be their own
theorists” (Irving 2007, 197).
This is not to deny structures of power and difference
that affect all fieldwork relationships but to recognize that
“while filmmakers possess expertise in craft or knowledge
338
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of media production and dissemination, the community has
another kind of expertise—lived experience and storytelling”
(Longfellow 2020, 59); in bringing their knowledge together,
animators, anthropologists, and Indigenous peoples can open
new horizons in anthropological research and find pathways
to achieve change. This was emphasized by the caniabo and
by Guillermo throughout the project, as they were thrilled to
be working with a researcher and an animator from Europe,
valuing this as an opportunity to build bridges with people beyond their community while also developing new skills and accessing digital technologies to which they have limited access,
especially for the production of animation.
Ethnographic Animation and Indigenous Aesthetics
I am Matses myself, so I know what things actually
look like. Someone else wouldn’t know how to illustrate the caniabo’s stories. (Guillermo, 40 years old,
Matses artist and professional illustrator)
When the script and storyboard were finalized, Guillermo began
to produce watercolor illustrations for each scene. Born in the
late 1970s, Guillermo is no longer a cania (singular for caniabo
[youth], meaning young man) and grew up at a time when Matses
people had only recently been contacted by evangelical missionaries and had limited interactions with the outside world. His
generation was the first to attend state-run schools, which were
established in Matses villages in the 1980s, and introduced into
Matses society the practice of drawing as well as the use of paper
and stationery. Until then, tattooing and ritual body painting had
been the main forms of figurative art in Matses visual culture,
but both were gradually dropped following missionary contact,
and drawing—which was never embraced by older generations
but quickly picked up by the children—became an established
visual practice.
Guillermo became exceptionally passionate about it, as
he recounts, I loved drawing when I was a child. Back then, we
only had a few paper sheets in school and no color pencils, so I
used berries and soil to color. He now works as a professional
artist for the Peruvian Ministry of Education, illustrating
schoolbooks used in bilingual education programs to teach
Matses children about forest animals and plants. He is careful
to draw realistically, so that children can learn what different
forest species look like; he used the same style when illustrating the caniabo’s film, stressing that he knows how things look
because he is Matses himself, while expressing his deep frustration with some chotac (local non-Indigenous people) who
339
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create fake Indigenous art: There are many chotac in Iquitos
who sell art and crafts to tourists, and tell them it’s Indigenous
Matses art. But it’s not! They are liars. They grew up in the city
and they are not Indigenous.
So, while drawing is a relatively recent practice in Matses
society, Guillermo has developed a distinctive aesthetic style
where the emphasis on realism is entwined with his Matses-ness
and seen as a statement of his life history as a rainforest dweller.
As an illustration-based medium, animation allowed us to produce digital films while using Guillermo’s art and doing justice
to this aesthetic, which would not be achievable through other
techniques such as live-action filming. Indeed, a growing number of Indigenous filmmakers are using animation to portray
Indigenous stories (Biddle and Lea 2018, 7; Dowell 2018), and
academic researchers have been co-producing animated films
with Huichol children in Mexico (Davenport and Gunn 2009)
and video games with Huni Kuin people in Amazonia, inspired
by their mythology (Meneses 2017). All of these projects—like
the present collaborative research—are seeking ways of bringing together digital illustration techniques and Indigenous narratives, art, and aesthetics, combining emerging media with
traditional Indigenous heritage.
For this reason, Sophie left Guillermo with absolute
freedom to produce the illustrations, instead of guiding him
closely as she would an illustrator in the United Kingdom. She
also consulted with him carefully to edit the film in a way that
reflected his realist style, using two-dimensional digital animation (i.e., scanning the paintings and animating them on
a computer) instead of using cutouts or other techniques that
would have altered his paintings substantially. The style of animation that emerged from their collaboration, using realistic
people, objects, and movements to portray true stories, can be
defined as an animated documentary, a genre that, according
to film theorists, has only recently begun gaining recognition as a documentary form in its own right (Strøm 2015, 92;
Ward 2011, 294). Animation has long been used and praised
for its power to bring into view what cannot be captured by a
camera—t he oneiric, the absurd, the surreal—but for precisely
this reason, it is often perceived as unsuited to the portrayal of
real-life events. For animation scholar Paul Wells (1998, 27),
“the medium’s intrinsic capability to resist realism means that
any aspiration towards suggesting reality in animation becomes difficult to execute. For example, the intention to create
‘documentary’ in animation is inhibited by the fact that the
medium cannot be objective.”
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Of late, however, film scholars and animators alike
have challenged this skepticism, emphasizing the potential
of animated documentary as a technique that not only allows filmmakers to tell a story but also gives them freedom
to choose how to tell it (Peaslee 2011; Roe 2013). They suggest that the malleability of a medium based on illustration
and often associated with childlike fantasies and visionary
realms offers greater space for creativity and reinvention
than live-action filming, creating a form that lies between
the real and the imagined, between fact and fiction, and
where “what we see unfold on screen … is a creative (and
often imaginative) interpretation of a factual occurrence
that cannot but reflect its author’s personal point of view”
(Formenti 2014, 104).
As such, participatory animation can be used ethnographically to document the lived experiences of people
who feel invisible and unheard; at the same time, the medium’s potential for creativity and interpretation allows the
participants to not only report their stories but also reinvent them, for example, by choosing how to illustrate their
imagined futures or actively rewriting their past. This use
of animated documentary remains largely unexplored in
anthropology (for an exception, see D’Onofrio 2017) but
has been experimented with in a number of mainstream
films, such as Chicago 10 (2007), Waltz with Bashir (2008),
and Tower (2016), where animation is used cathartically to
relive—a nd imaginatively recast—painful memories of war
and violence that remain untold. Here, the contrast between
the weight of the facts recounted and the fantasy-l ike nature
of animation “has capacity to deliver a strong, yet complex
political message” (Roe 2013, 96). Likewise, the caniabo
built on the imaginative potential of animation to document their troubling yet untold experiences of migration
while actively crafting these stories and choosing how to
represent themselves: for example, using animation to create a visual reconstruction of their first journey to the city,
which was not documented through film or photography, or
to show what their life would look like if they had stayed in
the forest instead of seeking an urban future.
Life As It Would Be: Analyzing Change through
Animation Production
Let’s show what life in our villages is like, how the
Matses live in the forest. We hunt, forage, and we
fish—there isn’t much else to do there. That’s why
341
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FIG. 2

young people want to leave. (Nancy, 22 years old,
unemployed)
The caniabo (youth) asked Sophie and Guillermo to open the
film by showing typical rainforest life in the remote villages
where the caniabo grew up: a boy using a bow and arrow to hunt
a bird, which is then cooked over a fire by two women, until night
comes and the house is filled with darkness (Figure 2). The scenes
are “hyper-realist” (Wells 1998, 25) because of the veracity of the
movements and the richness of details in Guillermo’s illustration,
aiming to offer an ethnographic, factual portrayal of daily life in
the forest. But these scenes also use the power of animation to
blend the real and the imaginary, as what the caniabo are showing here is their own life not so much as it is but rather as it would
be if they had stayed in the forest and chosen to live like the older
generations. The boy hunting a bird and the women cooking in
the dark show an alternative possibility of being, one that the
older generations have always lived but which the caniabo have
decided to turn away from:
When my grandparents were young, they lived deep
in the forest. They didn’t wear any clothes and they
went hunting every day. They wanted to live that
way, they liked it. I’ve tried hunting but I’m not as
good as my grandfather. He’s a great hunter. (Pablo)
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As Pablo describes here, Matses people lived in isolation
until the 1970s, and the generations of the caniabo’s parents
and grandparents grew up in the deep rainforest, having little or no contact with the outside world. For them, a crucial
goal in life was getting married and having children, which
they did by their late teens or early twenties. At that point,
they were no longer considered caniabo but proper adults
who had taken on key responsibilities expected of them. To
this day, these elders still hunt, forage, and trek to provide
for their families, nurturing a close practical and emotional
relationship with the forest environment that gives meaning to their existence (Morelli 2017), and they never became
truly fascinated by or passionate about non-I ndigenous lifestyles or practices.
Children and teenagers, on the other hand, are developing new desires and aspirations for the future and are
exceptionally eager to access the material and social opportunities offered by the non-Indigenous world. When they
occasionally leave the village and travel to neighboring non-
Indigenous towns, they are able to access electricity and the
internet, buy manufactured goods in local stores, and enjoy
new forms of entertainment such as watching television and
listening to music. The lack of these opportunities at home
means they no longer feel content with life in their villages,
where, in Nancy’s words, there isn’t much else to do. Like
Henry said, You know, it’s great that my parents want to live
like that, it’s good for them. But I didn’t want to. I wanted to
learn new things. So, when I was 18 years old, I moved to the
city.
When writing the script, the caniabo proposed adding the
phrase I moved away because I wanted to have a better future
than my grandparents, but the two anthropology students—
putting those lectures on relativism to good use—suggested
altering the word better to different, indicating that while they
value the choices of older generations, they would not make
those choices themselves. Their priority is no longer having a
family to provide for, which previous generations saw as the
main responsibility that marked the passage into adulthood;
for these younger generations, the definition of being caniabo
stretches later into life, with people in their mid-or late twenties
still calling themselves caniabo because they are unmarried and
childless.
In discussing this and showing rainforest life in the opening sequence, the caniabo actively reflected on their reasons for
leaving and provided their own explanations for the underexamined phenomenon of rural–urban migration that is affecting
the Matses and other Indigenous societies across the world. They

FIG. 2 Life in the rainforest.
Screenshot from The Right
to Change, 2019. Illustrated
by Guillermo Pëmen Nëcca
Manquid and animated by
Sophie Marsh.
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themselves proposed that rural–urban mobility is essentially
driven by the “desire for different lifestyles and identities” (Peluso
2015, 63) or by the “desire to becomes otherwise” (Collins 2018,
971), which for the caniabo means no longer growing old as forest
hunters and trekkers but as urban dwellers who wear sneakers,
listen to music, enjoy the local nightlife, and study at university.
Their desire for urban and non-
Indigenous lifestyles
emerged not just in the context of this research and in young
people’s interactions with Sophie and me as non-Indigenous interlocutors. It is something Matses people, both young and old,
often talk about, as I have discussed elsewhere (Morelli 2015), and
one tangible consequence of this desire is the growing number
of youths leaving the forest to settle in the city, as the caniabo
did. This phenomenon is extremely recent. When I started my
fieldwork in 2010, most people in the village where I worked had
been to Iquitos only once or twice, if at all. But over the following
years, I saw travel to the city intensify and a growing number of
youths settling there. The exact number of migrants is hard to
quantify but rising fast, as emphasized by Rodrigo, who said: In
twenty years, there might be no one left in the forest because all the
caniabo want to leave. On reaching the city, however, these young
migrants are presented with unexpected challenges, and their desire to learn new things and adopt new lifestyles comes up against
the realization that these goals will not be easy to achieve.
Urban Shock: Addressing City Challenges through
Animation
When the cargo boat landed in Iquitos, I didn’t want
to get off! I felt terrified. I just stood there, on the
deck, and I looked at the city. I had never seen a car.
There were so many of them—I’d never heard that
noise! I was terrified, I’m telling you. I didn’t want
to get off. (Rodrigo, 26 years old, anthropology
student)
Set in the middle of the rainforest, with a population of nearly
half a million, Iquitos is the largest city in Peruvian Amazonia,
and it can only be reached by river or air transport. The fastest route from the Matses villages is by taking a motorized
canoe to Colonia Angamos, the closest non-Indigenous hub to
Matses territory, and then a one-hour flight on a small aircraft
operated by the Peruvian military. But at 185 nuevo soles per
one-way flight (about 54 US dollars), the journey is unaffordable for most Matses people. A much cheaper way is to take a
canoe upriver to where a cleared trail begins, then walk the
trail through thick rainforest to the town of Requena, and,
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from there, take a cargo boat to Iquitos, which is how Rodrigo
and the other caniabo (youth) traveled to the city for the first
time. The journey takes over a week, and the caniabo recalled
the trepidation and excitement they felt along the way, at the
thought that they were finally fulfilling their childhood dream
and reaching the city.
But as soon as the boat docked, they were hit by a sudden feeling of dacuëden (fear), a term the older generations
use frequently when talking about the danger of running
into jaguars or snakes on their forest treks and a term that
all of the caniabo used to describe their first encounters with
the concrete world. As Rodrigo phrased it, dacuëdenquiembi
(I was shocked). They all recalled being particularly overwhelmed by the sight and sound of city traffic: Nobody had
told me what a traffic light was! And I didn’t understand it.
What’s that light for? I thought. It took me a while to figure it
out, said Wilfred. Is that car going to run me over? thought
Cynthia as she stood on the pavement for a long time, unsure
of what to do.
Guillermo and Sophie worked to render this sense of
shock beyond words, both visually and acoustically. Guillermo
painted Rodrigo as seen from behind (Figure 3), standing on
the deck in a rigid posture, hesitating to disembark from the
boat as he stares at a vast, unknown world of urban concrete.
When animating the scene, Sophie layered the loud and sudden
noise of beeping cars over it—sounds that we recorded with
the caniabo on the streets of Iquitos—to create a jarring visual
and sonic contrast with the previous images of rainforest life.
This effect was intended to convey a crucial point theorized by
the caniabo when writing the script, which is that a key reason
for their difficulties adjusting to urban life was their unreadiness for it: urban life caught them unprepared and shocked
them. The existing divide between the generations means that
while the parents of the caniabo warned them from a young
age about how to avoid snakebites, jaguars, and forest spirits,
they never discussed urban dangers, as they themselves are not
familiar with these.
In the village, we hear that people in the city party
and have fun, and we have an image of what city life
will be like. But then, when we actually get to the city,
it’s difficult. (Wilfred, 21 years old, enlisted in the
army)
Young people think it’s easy to get a job, but it’s really
hard. When I moved here, I lay on my bed at night
and I couldn’t sleep. The hunger kept me awake. I’ll
345
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FIG. 3

never forget that hunger. (Henry, 24 years old, taking a course in administration)
To illustrate this contrast, they asked Guillermo to paint
Cynthia, who is exceptionally skilled at fishing and each day in
the village brings home a canoe full of fish, standing in front
of the same kind of fish displayed in a market food stall in the
city, looking down at the small change in her hand, unable to
afford any of it (Figure 4).
The caniabo recount struggling not only with economic
hardship but also with a pervading sense of loneliness, as told
by Miguel:
In the village, I lived in a house with my parents and
my siblings. But here I had to get used to living in a
room in a shared house, where I couldn’t speak with
anyone. I felt lonely. It’s tough.
Young Matses people usually know a few other migrants when
they arrive in the city, but these connections are limited and the
shift from village life is drastic. In the villages, which have between 200 and 500 inhabitants each, people spend most of their
time with their families and are barely ever alone; but in the city,
they find themselves surrounded by strangers, encountering an
unexpected and overwhelming feeling of solitude that adds to
their sense of unreadiness for urban life.
346
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As they reflected on this and theorized that being unprepared is a central issue for young migrants, the caniabo had an
idea. Cynthia stated,
It would be good to make videos for children in the
forest villages, so that they can learn what being in
the city really means. Maybe we can show them this
film—they might learn what a traffic light is!
Amid a growing emphasis in academia on developing impact-
driven research, where impact is often defined by externally
imposed and ethnocentric models of development, engaging participants as co-creators of animation offers a way to
achieve impact from the bottom up, developing an “applied
visual anthropology” that “seeks to make interventions that
are based on the knowledge and needs of collaborators” (Pink
2011, 442), who by accepting their own histories can use them
to shape their own futures and those of their communities.
Self-Representation as an Indigenous Right
When I finally managed to save some money, I went
out to the polleria [restaurant mainly serving grilled
chicken]. I was so excited! I’d never been to a restaurant before. I sat down and ordered chicken with
fried plantains. It’s really expensive: 18 soles [about
4 US dollars] for the whole meal. When they brought
it to me, it looked so delicious. I started eating, and I
was eating with my hands. I mean, all Matses people
eat with their hands. You’ve seen how we eat in the
villages. I wasn’t used to eating with knives and forks!
And then, I noticed the family sitting at the table next
to mine. They were all staring at me—they looked at
me as if I was insulting them. I felt so embarrassed,
I wanted to disappear. I didn’t eat my chicken in the
end. I paid, and I left. (Miguel, 24 years old, studying to become a schoolteacher)
The caniabo (youth) wanted the film to show that en la ciudad,
te discriminan, meaning that in the city, they feel discriminated
against by the chotac (local non-Indigenous people), as illustrated
in the incident narrated by Miguel. I have often walked around
with Matses people in Iquitos and the town of Colonia Angamos,
and the non-Indigenous locals would greet me and ignore them
or address them in the third person in their presence as if the
Matses person could not understand their greeting. We do things
differently, and the chotac laugh at you and point their fingers at

FIG. 3 The boat arrives in
Iquitos. Screenshot from
The Right to Change, 2019.
Illustrated by Guillermo Pëmen
Nëcca Manquid and animated
by Sophie Marsh. [This figure
appears in color in the online
issue.]
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you, the caniabo said, adding that this makes them feel like mayu
(a Matses term that originally refers to Indigenous Amazonians
other than Matses but can also have a deeply derogatory connotation, translating as “uncivilized” or “savage”). An instance of this
occurred at the very beginning of this project, when we reached
the university building where our daily sessions took place. A
security guard stood at the entrance gate, and after I briefly introduced myself and our work, he let Sophie and me in without
questions, but he would not allow the caniabo to enter unless they
showed him their identification, which he then kept until the end
of our first session.
These instances can be seen as part of a “structural racism of the state” in Peru (Ames 2011; de la Cadena 2008, 343),
where discrimination toward Indigenous peoples is found not
only in the public sphere but also embedded in neoliberal state
policies that continue to view Indigeneity as an obstacle to notions of social progress and economic development. For anthropologist Marisol de la Cadena (2008, 343), this is grounded
in a “historical antagonism that prevents Indigenous individuals from the right to self-representation,” and instead reifies
them into a variety of stereotypes including, but not limited to,
that of the uncivilized savage. Indeed, as the caniabo became
familiar with urban life and started speaking Spanish, eating
with knives and forks, and walking confidently through city
traffic, a new issue arose, as Rodrigo told us:

FIG. 4
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Last year, I met a reporter from a local newspaper. He told me that I don’t look Indigenous, that
I can’t possibly be Indigenous, because I’m wearing
sneakers and long trousers. He said that’s not what
Indigenous people look like. But I am Indigenous, of
course!
The caniabo are confronted with the image of a “hyperreal
Indian,” defined by anthropologist Alcida Rita Ramos (1994, 161)
as “the fabrication of the perfect Indian whose virtues, sufferings,
and untiring stoicism have won for him the right to be defended
by the professionals of Indigenous rights”; the phrase can also
identify the half-naked, feather-adorned Indigenous man roaming the forests barefoot who has for so long captured the imagination of travelers, journalists, and activists alike. Amazonianist
scholar Pirjo K. Virtanen (2010, 164) reports the same issue
among young Manchineri in urban Brazil, where the “folklorization of Indigenous cultures” in the media traps young people in
a liminal place where they no longer feel the right to claim their
Indigenous belonging but nevertheless struggle to integrate into
urban life.
Likewise, the caniabo wear sneakers and listen to music
on their smartphones (when they can afford to buy internet
data), but their desire to become otherwise has turned them
into what anthropologist Mary Douglas (2002 [1966], 44) calls
“matter out of place,” suspended between fictitious categories
of Indigeneity. On the one hand, these Indigenous youth are
seen as lower-class outsiders who do not belong in or fit into
the city, as shown by the family staring at Miguel in the restaurant or the security guard asking for the caniabo’s identification; on the other hand, they have lost the exotic charm of their
grandparents and, looking more like average slum dwellers
than nomadic forest hunters, their Indigeneity is now questioned. This adds yet another layer to the feeling of being invisible and of being denied the right to self-representation, which
is something the caniabo themselves theorized and sought to
achieve through the animation.
To convey this, they decided to show a tourist holding
a picture of a young Matses man who looks like their elders
did in the past, when they were young and performed traditional but now discarded rituals: the man in the picture wears
no clothes, and his face is painted red and his head adorned
with a traditional headband made of palm leaves. The tourist points his finger at Rodrigo, who is wearing long trousers,
a T-shirt, and sneakers, to express disappointment (Figure 5).
The caniabo are eager to show the world what an Indigenous
person actually looks like and used ethnographic animation as

FIG. 4 Cynthia in the food
market. Screenshot from
The Right to Change, 2019.
Illustrated by Guillermo Pëmen
Nëcca Manquid and animated
by Sophie Marsh.
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a form of self-representation to illustrate this. As Miguel put it
passionately,
Some people think that because we wear clothes and
sneakers, we are not Indigenous. They think that if
you are Indigenous, you can’t leave the forest and
live in the city. But being Indigenous has nothing to
do with what you wear, or where you live! It’s not in
your clothes. It’s in your heart, and it’s in your way
of thinking. Our culture is not static, our culture is
always changing. We all want to learn new things. We
all have the right to change!
He said all of this in Spanish, and Sophie and I were so
moved by these words that we suggested translating them into
Matses and adding them to the film. But the caniabo struggled
and ultimately could not translate the words literally. The space
of the city has brought up not just new challenges and ways of
living but also new existential questions and dilemmas that are
not shared by older generations and cannot even be fully translated into their native language. Phrases such as nuestra cultura no es estática (our culture is not static) and todos tenemos
el derecho a cambiar (we all have the right to change) are not
part of everyday dialogue in the villages, yet they are crucial
concerns that emerge in the context of urban dwelling, leading to new forms of reflexivity and ways of thinking. This is

FIG. 5
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uncharted territory, giving rise to new life experiences and existential questions that often remain unspoken, as the caniabo
pointed out, but were made explicit through the collaborative
process of storytelling and animation-making, creating a space
for self-representation where Indigenous youth could discuss
these experiences and bring them into view for others, showing
what it means to be Indigenous in their own terms.
Concluding with Hope
This article has shown that, in trying to access alternative
lifestyles in the city, Indigenous Matses caniabo (youth) who
grew up in the rainforest are contributing to a global process
of rural–urban migration that will significantly shape the future of Indigeneity in Amazonia and beyond. Because of their
unreadiness for urban life, these young migrants face critical
challenges that are putting their current lives and future adulthoods at risk; yet, for the most part, their stories remain untold
and their voices unheard. Indeed, I found that a crucial issue
faced by young Matses migrants is the feeling that their lives
and struggles go unnoticed, and the world does not know who
they are.
The research presented here seeks to address these issues
from young people’s own perspectives through co-production
of ethnographic animation. Participatory animation helped to
set up a context of co-creation where the participants actively
defined the aims and outcomes of the project, while choosing
how to portray themselves, thereby gaining a sense of wider visibility and claiming a right to self-representation that Indigenous
peoples are often denied. As I have shown, in the shared effort
to translate their lived experiences for external audiences—
through the process of scriptwriting, storyboarding, and
illustration—young Matses co-creators openly reflected on their
journeys and the issues they face, not only voicing their needs
and concerns but also proposing their own explanations and
theories on the much-overlooked phenomenon of migration of
Indigenous youth in Amazonia and beyond.
Having addressed some of the radical challenges faced by
young Matses migrants, the film concludes on a note of hope,
where hope is intended as a purposeful act of creating knowledge in the awareness that our interpretations of the world can
have an impact on it (Miyazaki 2004). The Right to Change
ends with Rodrigo telling us about his experiences at the university (Figure 6):
At the beginning, I just sat in the lectures in silence. I didn’t speak Spanish properly and I didn’t

FIG. 5 Disappointed tourist.
Screenshot from The Right
to Change, 2019. Illustrated
by Guillermo Pëmen Nëcca
Manquid and animated by
Sophie Marsh.
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FIG. 6

understand a thing. But I didn’t give up! I kept working hard and now I’m top of my class, and my course
mates ask me for help with the assignments! After
graduating, I want to do a PhD in anthropology
and research traditional Matses knowledge. I want
to become the first Matses doctor and work as an
anthropologist.
Rodrigo is a rather exceptional case, as students who
receive scholarships are very few and many of them struggle
with language barriers and drop out of their degree. But his
story shows that an alternative ending is possible and that
young migrants can navigate the constraints of urban life to
build the future they desire. Following this project, we applied
for and received a new research grant that will enable some
of the caniabo to participate not only as respondents but also
as research collaborators, receiving their first salaries as professional anthropological researchers. So, while the present
project was led by a white, European, non-Indigenous woman,
the hope is that it can contribute to an emerging anthropology:
one where, in a not-so-distant future, the caniabo will be leading the research, creating their own theories and fully owning
their right to change.
Note
1. The project was funded by the British Academy and was conducted in
2018–19. The full animated short, The Right to Change, can be viewed at
the following link: https://vimeo.com/442623892.
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